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The authors found that total
commercial sales decline in relation to
the size of the increase in the give-
away program.

INTRODUCTION

In January 1982, the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) initi-
ated a program for the direct distribu-
tion of processed American-type cheese.
The objective of the cheese “give-away”
was to lower increasing Commodity Credit
Corporation (CCC) stocks that have been
accumulating in government warehouses..
With relatively high.interest rates and
increases in the level of stocks, the
cheese distribution program was;con-
ceived as a method to lower government
finance storage coats,and to provide
low income needy families.that spend a
significant portion of their disposable
,incomeon food, a dairy protein food”
stuff,

DIRECT DISTRIBUTION OF CHEESE

The USDA began the direct distri’b.u-
tion of cheese by giving away 6.2 million
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pounds of processed American-type cheese
in January 1982 (l). Although some
monthly fluctuations in quantity dis-
tributed can be observed, the magnitude
of the monthly direct distribution in-
creased to over 50 million pounds each
month of March and April, 1983. The
overall magnitude of the USDA direct
distribution program becomes evident
from the observed significant changes
in quarterly distribution (Table 1).
During the first quarter 1982, 38.4
million.pounds of processed American cheese
was distributed, followed by 41.4 million
pounds distributed during the second
quarter 1982. Third quarter 1982 dis-
tributions declined 27 percent to 30.4
million pounds. However, the distribu-
tions.rebounded.during the fourth quarter
1982 and increased.98 percent above the
previous.quarter to 60.2 million pounds.
This rapid rise in distributions was
fallowed byanotimr jump in the first
quarter 1983 to 124.9 million pounds of
cheese distributed-a 107 percent in-
crease over the fourth quarter 1982
level.
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TABLE 1. DIRECT DISTRIBUTIONS OF MERICAN-nPE CHEESE, 1982=1983? I@mX m
QUARTERLY (1)

Direct Distribution Quantities
Month and Year Quarter Monthly Quarterly Total

- million pounds -

January 1982 6.2
February x 17.7
March. 14.5 38.4
.--.----.-.---.-.-.---.--...--.-...-...------.-.--*----------- -.-— .---..---.?---

April 16,1
May 11 15.1
June 10.3 41.5
---------------------------.----------7,.--------------------*---------------,------
July 8,3
August 111 9,0
Septemlier 13 ● 1, 30.4
---------------------------.-----.-------s--------------------------------------------

October 11*6
November Iv 27.3
December 26.3 60.2

January 1983 25.8
February I 43.6
March 55,!3 124.9

April 52.2

COMMERCIAL SALES OF PROCESSED
AMERICAN-TYPE CHEESE

Commercial sales of processed
American-type cheese have been s,trong
during 1980-1982, with.quarterly
movements consistently above 500 millfqn
pounds (,Table2). Commercial processed
American-type cheese sales,totaled
2023.4 million p,unds,in 1980, 2147.9
million pounds,in 1981, and 2164.9
million pounds.in 1982. Peak quarterly
commercial movepent in 1982 waa 549.4
million pounds.in the th$rd quazter.
Fourth.quarter”1982 movement declined
fourpercent to 528.1 million pounds..
Furthermore, commercial sale= during
the first quarter 1983 declined another
thirteen percent from the fourth.quarter
1982 level.

With an apparent displacement of
commercial sales ormovement due to
increasing levels of direct distributions
of cheese? Secretary of Agriculture John
Block ordered? on April 27, 1983P a cut
in levels of direct distribution by the
USDA of processedAmerican cheese.
Secretary Block set future monthly dis-
tribution levels at 25 to 30 million
pounds, which represented a 45 to 55
percent decline M distribution levels
from the March.1983 high.of 55,5million
pounds (5),

The $ecretary~s announcement was
~de after the.1983 3olisKill had been
passed by Cqngress. The delisBill
(MJiMc Law 981v81provided for? among
other items, increased emergency dfstri-
Iiutionsof cheeseabove the first quarter
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TABLE 2. COMMERCIAL MOVEMENTS.OF
AMERICAN-TYPE CHEESE, 19,80,=
1983, QUARTERLY AND YEARLY
(5)

Quarter Commercial Movements
and Yeas Quarterly Annual Total”

million pounds =

I 1980 515.2
II 501.6
111 471.2
IV 535.4 2,023.4

---------------------------------.----e~e.

I 1981 528.4
II 518.3
III. 544.7
Iv 556.5 2,147.9

-------------------- --------- --.r--F.--?.*-

1 1982 541.3
II 546.1
111 549.4
SJ 528.1 2,164.9

---------------------------------------~

I 1983 459.2

1983 high monthly levels. The Secretary
of Agriculture stated the reason for the
cut back in direct distribution levels
was because of the cheese being distri-
buted displaced commercial sales of
cheese, although increased give-away
levels would lower the storage costs,
incurred by the government and lower
the CCC stocks of cheese that had been
accumulating.

OBJECTIVES

This paper inves.tigates.whether
the stated reason b.ySecretary of Ag@w
culture John Block for curtailing the
government’s direct distribution of
cheese was, in fact? correct. That l.s.~
was the cheese being dis,trib.uteddi.a=
placing commercial sales or movement of
cheese? Specific objectives include:
(1) evaluating the factors that-may
effect the l.avelof commercial ~ov~ent~

such.as.the dafxy s,uppdrtprice, governe
ment removals and purchases from the
available supply, the levels of CCC
stocks, and the demandv.relatedfactors,
and (2) analyzing the relationships
among the dairy and milk price support
program, the direct distribution of
cheese program> and the levels of
commercial sales and the movement of
processed Americanstype cheese.

METHODOLOGY

Data from the USDA and the Departments
of Labor and Commerce were analyzed using
multiple regression analysis and nonpara-
metric statistics tests to look at trends,
factors affecting, and interrelationships
among the factors affecting the total
movement of processed American-type
cheese, with particular emphasis on the
period January 1980 to April 1983. This
time frame provided two “normal” years
for control and one and one quarter years
of direct cheese distribution with com-
mercial movement data. Due to the limited
quantity of data and the early evaluation
(nei$her data nor time since the ordered
cut back in distribution is sufficient to
view pre- and post-evaluation of the
Secretary’s decision), the study was
merely a preliminary assessment of the
situation.

RESULTS

Commercial disappearance (movement)
of processed American cheese was hypothe-
sized to be a function of the commercial
cold etorage stocks (6).,the auction
price at the National Cheese Exchange for
white barrel cheese (4], the per capita
consumption of cheese (3)Z and a ratio of
consumer pr~ce indices reflecting the
cheese price index relative to the price
$ndex for the market basket of food (2).
For the quarterly data prior to 1982,
this expected response tracked favorably
wt,thall variables statistically signifi-
cant. However, w~th the five quarters of
data included si,ncethe givewway was
initiated, thetnodel deteriorated beyond
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\qp\acceptablelevel for either policy
&r+uation or market forecast@g.
/’

Consequently, disappearance (Or
movement) was redefined to include liotli.
commercial sales and government dixttri-
butions. By including the levels of
direct government distribution, the
model tracked accurately, especially
when focusing on the quarterly data
~rom 1980-1983. Unfortunately, the
pricing variables diminished in their
statistical significance. The least-
cluttered best fit w~s obtained by
regressing total disappearance (commerc-
ial movements plus government distrib-
ution) on time (Figure l),}adicating
per capita consumption and’population
growth are the significant ~aritdiles
affecting total movements.

The role of the milk .pice support
program in generating CCC&tocks; and
government p~ogram removals,-andpur-
chases was also considered as it might
effect commercial movement. Although.
nothing statistically significant was
observed, some coincidental relation-
ships were seen. The milk support
price was announced at $12.36 per
hundredweight in 1980, but this.support
price was increased in 1981 to its
current level of $12.80 per hundred-
weight. Consequently, the milk support
price was constant for the year prior
to the cheese distribution as well as.
for the time since the distribution
program began.

Coinciding with.the ris,ein the
support price are the peaks in the
quarterly government purchases.Qf surp-
lus dairy products, called renwala
(Figure 2). Government rewvals reflect
the difference between the cowercial
sales of milk and dairy products and
milk production. Removals of Amer~cane
type cheese from the market ’to CCC
stocks have followed a s,easma,l trend
that reflects the seasonal national
milk -productionpattern. HoweverZ with.
each increase in milk support pri’cet

the peak in the quarterly removal levels
stiilarly increased, but Iiyno perceptual
standavd relationship or amount~

SUMMARY AND TMPLTCATIONS

The increases in the “free” direct
distributions of processed American-type
cheese and the observed declines in com-
mercial sales and movements indicate
direct food distribution programs for
clieeseinterfere with commercial sales
and movement. Total disappearance
(commercialplus direct distribution)
appears to be upwardly constrained not
by price relationships nor inventory
levels, but as a function of per capita
consumption. Total commercial sales
decline in relation to,the magnitude of
increase .inthe give~away program.
Consequentlyt the implication from the
analysis is that families that either
qualify for the cheese give-away, or are
otherwise receiving the cheese, are
typically the families that normally
purchase cheese as a staple dairy product
protein foods source. These “low income,
needy” families that reportedly spend a
significant portion of their income on
food would apparently buy the cheese if
it is not available free from the govern-
ment. Therefore, Secretary of Agricul-
ture John Block’s premise is correct.

The entrepreneurs who are most
negatively affected by the decline in
sales as a result of the increased
direct distribution are the retailers,
bzokers~ and jobbers working the retail
dairy cases, On the other hand, the
cooperative manufacturer-wholesaler
packs and sells to either the retail or
primary market w the government (CCC
s.tocka)as the residual claimant, and
therefore has,a %eady’f market absorbing
the prwessed herican<ype cheese.

GOVERNMENT 3TQNSORED DIRECT
DX!3TRI’BUT133NPROGRAMS

The cheese issue raises additional
questions in the agricultural policy and
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FIGURE 2
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food distribution arenas. With-other
food products, such as b,utter,rice, and
flour, currently being dis,tri’b.utedor
being considered for distribution
through similar give-away programs, is
it reasonable to assume comparable re-
sults to the cheese question? Although.
data is not available for analysis,
conjecture prevails for those products.
not having consumer accepted substitutes
(such as flour) commercial movement
would decline compensating for any
direct distribution. However, limited
significance would be observed in de-
clining commercial sales for those
food stuffs where either substitutes
exist (i.e., margarine for butter) or
per capita consumption is nil (i.e.,
rice in the United States).
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